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Bakshy Full Movie Hindi Movie In
HD The film is about a man working

for DIG (Director of Intelligence)
who tries to find out the reason why
a wealthy business man is murdered
and why he is loosing money. At the
same time a woman working for a

rival gangster plots to kill him. Both
plots eventually lead the Detective to
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a business tycoon who is the one
behind it all. The man and the

gangster both want to know what has
occurred and why DIG's man must
keep quiet. The film is one of the

most popular Hindi detective films
of all time. It was directed by

Dibakar Banerjee. It is based on the
true story of an unsolved crime of

Mumbai in the year 1976. It featured
the lead actor Sushant Singh Rajput.
First look of the movie was released

in 2015. Detective Byomkesh
Bakshy is Hindi movie was not only
the first Hindi movie based on a true
story, but also was the first Indian-

made film to have added in its
credits an "A" certificate instead of

an "U" certificate and the first Indian
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film to be passed by the Central
Board of Film Certification

"Detective Byomkesh Bakshy" is the
most famous Hindi movie of

Bollywood. It is also known as the
first Hindi blockbuster. The movie

earned around 10 Crores at box
office. It was a milestone for film

makers and it was a complete
success. Keywords - TamilGun
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